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Acquisition of key talent is a top priority

for any large enterprise. A company is

only as good as its people, so it’s not

surprising that the recruiting and

retention of talent has become one of the

most mission critical issues for all large

organizations. 

 

At Paddle, we believe that companies too

often overlook their greatest source of

talent: their own workforce.
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Internal hires are also

approximately 20%

cheaper from a salary

perspective.

That being said, the core of internal

mobility has changed greatly over the last

few decades. We live in an innovation-

based, skill-specialization economy.

Modern career progressions are no

longer linear. The "progression paradigm"

of starting work in the mailroom and

being steadily promoted to an executive

position is one that is increasingly rare. 

Definition: Internal mobility, or

career mobility,  refers to the

movement of employees across

roles or a complete change in

occupation within the same

company.

The value of internal mobility is not a

new or controversial. Research

demonstrates that internal hires

perform decidedly better than external

counterparts on their first few years at

a new role.

For companies to fill their talent
gaps effectively, they need to
look towards internal mobility.
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So if the benefits are clear, why don’t more
companies have more defined, innovative
internal mobility processes?
 
Today, talent teams across the world are judged
by their ability to make their employees feel that
their best future opportunities are within their
current organization. This means improving the
following metrics:
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Employee attrition rates

 
 
The number of internal

applicants for new roles
 
 

Positive responses in career

satisfaction surveys

CLICK HERE:

Find out how much

money my company

loses to voluntary

attrition

BECAUSE OF LIMITED ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

IN THEIR CURRENT COMPANY, PEOPLE ARE CHANGING

JOBS MORE FREQUENTLY THAN EVER BEFORE.

 

"Internal mobility is a dynamic internal
process for moving talent from role to
role - at the leadership, professional,
and operational levels."  
 
Source - Bersin by Deloitte

https://www.paddlehr.com/mobility?utm_source=whitepaper&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=june2019_bait_a
https://www.phenompeople.com/blog/_-steps-to-developing-an-internal-mobility-strategy


WHY INTERNAL MOBILITY?

 

 

At Paddle HR, we believe that giving your employees the information

they need to grow is the best way to retain their services. To fill

resourcing gaps, employers should first look towards the talent they

already have. Not only will this help keep their workforce intact, but it

will also help employers save money in the hiring process.

 

So, why do employees look to other companies first if they want

professional growth? A survey conducted by Gallup rounded up the

six main reasons for why people leave their jobs. Broken down by

percentage, we know that a lack of career advancement or

promotional opportunities is the main reason that departing

employees decide to look elsewhere.

 

 

https://www.inc.com/marcel-schwantes/why-are-your-employees-quitting-a-study-says-it-comes-down-to-any-of-these-6-reasons.html
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Another reason why recruiters should look internally is that internal hires

tend to outperform external hires. Why? One hypothesis is that existing staff

are already familiar with the organization, which means that the employer

doesn’t have to spend time training them on fundamentals like company

culture and corporate structure.

 

Here are a few internal mobility strategies and best practices to implement

today:

 

Consider future potential when

candidate sourcing

 
At Paddle, we encourage our clients to

develop self-directed training programs that

help employees transition into new roles or

learn new skills, in addition to one-on-one

goal-setting sessions.

Create career paths for employees

 Companies who want to be successful need to

ensure that their people are growing.

Increasing the number of internal hires is

equally beneficial to both employers and

employees, and allows for the benefits of both

new ideas and institutional memory. 

Embrace internal mobility as a tool for

organizational growth

It’s always a win if you can hire multi-talented,

well-rounded individuals. If they turn out to be

unhappy in one role, there’s better opportunity

to move them into another.

WHY INTERNAL MOBILITY?
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INTERNAL MOBILITY BEST PRACTICE

EXAMPLES
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66% 
of job seekers look at

their current

company before

looking elsewhere.

Your best employees want to stay

with you. They just need to know

that you’re willing to provide them

with lateral, creative career paths

that challenge them. 

 

In fact, some employees are

actually willing to forgo better pay

if they feel like their work is being

rewarded in other ways, like

opportunities for in-house growth

and development

Some companies who are

leveraging internal mobility

strategies effectively are

listed below. In the

following pages, we’ve

outlined the best practices

that your organization can

borrow from:
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AT&T implemented a program named

“Workforce 2020”. The goal was to

consolidate their 250 roles into a more

agile, impactful workforce while creating a

blueprint for finding candidates internally.

Because the roles were consolidated,

employees at AT&T now have greater job

mobility. For example, 17 software/IT roles

were consolidated into the one title of

"software engineer". The person with this

role would therefore take on a greater

variety of tasks, enabling flexibility and

agility in their day-to-day work.

AT&T viewed internal mobility as more

than just a way to restructure their

organization: they saw it as a way for

their employees to enhance their

competencies. To implement these

changes, they launched an online

service platform with a suite of tools for

career development and talent

planning. It also served as an online

educational resource for employees to

broaden their range of skills, allowing

employees to earn digital certificates

for taking courses.

 

 

AT&T: Fostering Learning and Growth

in the Workforce

AT&T
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Within two years of running the program,

employees had taken over 1.8 million emerging

technology courses.

http://www.gallup.com/businessjournal/14500/engagement-keeps-doctor-away.aspx
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Sodexo: Making It Easy For Employees

To Access New Opportunities 

Through internal research, Sodexo

found an overwhelming amount of

evidence supporting internal

mobility as a talent management

solution. 

 

They decided to launch a dedicated

internal mobility program that

encouraged referral hires - with the

caveat that employees were

allowed to refer themselves for

positions.

 

After a successful launch, Sodexo

pursued additional avenues to

foster a mobile workforce, such as

business resource groups and

mentorship groups. Like AT&T, they

focused on helping their employees

with growth opportunities. Sodexo

has become known for their "Come

Alive" program, an innovative one-

year growth plan that helps

employees develop the leadership

skills it takes to be promoted.

CLICK HERE:

Find out how much

money is my company

losing to voluntary

attrition.
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SODEXO

It all began with Sodexo recognizing

the need to provide employees with

the education required to build a

rewarding career. They did this with

no strings attached - employees

were encouraged to develop their

skills regardless of where they

might end up later.

https://www.paddlehr.com/mobility?utm_source=whitepaper&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=june2019_bait_a
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Spotify: Letting Employees Try New

Roles On Purpose 

SPOTIFY
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Instead of letting this fact

discourage him, Ek used this piece

of information to encourage his

employees take part in internal

mobility programs. 

 

Spotify encourages employees to

take part in rotation programs that

they call “missions” in order to

force the change Ek refers to

above. This internal mobility

strategy keeps their employees’

career paths with the company

nonlinear and fights off stagnation.

“Millennials (in the tech sector) today on

average switch jobs every 1.8 years. I

think that has to do with the fact that

leaders in those companies don’t set

clear expectations that their jobs will

change. When it doesn’t, and you have

really talented people, they will move on

to the next challenge. I think it’s like a

forcing function. You should force it.” -

Daniel Ek, Spotify

http://www.gallup.com/businessjournal/14500/engagement-keeps-doctor-away.aspx
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Despite their demonstrated benefits,

internal mobility programs are not as

popular as they should be. Even

organizations who attempt to run internal

mobility programs often do it poorly, due to

lack of resources or information. 

 

One of the biggest roadblocks to internal

mobility program implementation is "status

quo" company culture. In large enterprises,

hiring internally is often discouraged for a

variety of reasons.

 

Examples:

THE BIGGEST CHALLENGES
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Hiring managers often have misconceptions about what it

takes to succeed in a role. For example, internal

candidates from a different geographical market are often

at a disadvantage because hiring managers think market

knowledge is a prerequisite to be a credible candidate

Employees are afraid of being “disloyal”. They are afraid

that their team members or team leader will find out

Recruiters and team leaders normally look for existing skill

sets rather than considering future potential. Often, a

marketer who wants to want to apply for sales role will

automatically not be taken as seriously as someone who

has already done sales, despite demonstrating a relevant

skills set and potential for growth. 
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Internal mobility has seen its stock rise in

the last few years as a priority problem

for organizations. 

 

How can leaders drive meaningful,

cascading change that changes the

status quo culture? The answer is

threefold. In working with our clients,

we’ve seen three main success factors

driving good internal mobility programs:

 

 

FUTURE SOLUTIONS
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EMPOWERING 

MANAGERS

SIMPLIFYING PROCESS 

EMBRACING ADVANCED

DATA COLLECTION

The previous page detailed just some of the ways that existing cultural or

paradigmatic barriers within an organization can be a roadblock to

internal mobility. Cultural changes start at the top, and fostering a culture

where employees are encouraged to look for internal opportunities

should be a key priority for today’s leaders.
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We’ve talked about how culture change starts

at the top, but it continues down the middle.

Managers and mid-tier leadership have often

earned their promotion through their

performance in an implementation capacity.

However, once they’re in middle management,

these leaders are expected to become people

experts, not just subject experts. Companies

should invest in empowering and educating

their managers to become better career

coaches. With these groups working

synergistically to find the best challenges for

the company’s talent, internal mobility will

become a core value of your talent practice. 

 

Internal mobility done well can help reshape

your employment brand and workplace culture,

which carries beyond your organization.

Suddenly, you’re not just retaining talent:

you're attracting talent. Other applicants

outside of your organization start to see the

values your company espouses and will turn to

you to seek professional growth. The

employees that you keep will become your

champions and, in turn, feel direct ownership of

how your organization finds and develops its

workforce. 

Companies should look to internal mobility as standard

practice, not a passing fad or compelling buzzword. In

order for internal mobility to work, HR strategies must align

closely with the company’s broader business performance

goals.

 

 

 

EMPOWER YOUR MANAGERS
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Process change is never easy, but installing strategies that

make it easy for people to look internally is surprisingly

straightforward. Small (but creative) ways to encourage

internal applicants have demonstrated big results. For

example, some companies pay bonuses to managers who

put their own team members into new roles. Another great

idea could be building core expectations from talent teams.

One global consumer goods company made it mandatory for

recruiters to respond to all internal applicants within 48

hours. As a result, that organizations’ rate of internal hires

went from 10 to 30 per cent within a year. 

 

Not only do these kinds of changes increase retention, they

also boost overall morale- internal applicants no longer feel

like they are getting passed over for roles that they wanted.

Of course, every new process should have corresponding

success metrics in place. For example, increasing the

number of internal applicants for roles should be examined

as a meaningful barometer of success. Additionally,

managers need to be empowered and educated about the

benefits of internal mobility. They should prioritize fostering

talent growth within the organization, which is just as

important as growth within teams. Give managers the tools

they need to help their employees grow, and it will serve as a

new talent source for their teams.

The business case for hiring internally is unassailable; internal

hires typically demand less salary and the company saves even

more on standard recruiting, on-boarding and training costs.

But beyond cultural buy-in, how do you actually implement the

right hiring tactics? Better yet, what are the tactics?

 

 

 

SIMPLIFYING PROCESS
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Between a company’s employee intranets, applicant

tracking systems (ATS), historical job applicant data

and industry trends, there is no shortage of data that

can help your employees come to the right career

pathing decisions. However, that data is only as

useful as the tools and paradigms that are used to

assess it.

 

Modern career paths are non-linear and can be hard

to predict: as a result, decisions are often driven by

anecdotal evidence or personal connection as

opposed to data. By mining and implementing a data-

driven decision making structure, both employees

and employers can come to an informed conclusion

on what is the right fit for both sides. 

 

In turn, companies can uncover more opportunity for

the talent in their company and get more value out of

their staff complement. There is a wide variety of

tools out there that will help your company retain and

develop its talent. Automation and predictive

intelligence tools are becoming more and more

sophisticated by the year: but what's the right

solution for your company?

Most companies’ promotion paths have been built as a

ladder, not a web: however, the new reality is that most

people’s careers move laterally across a number of

different companies.

 

 

 

EMBRACING DATA COLLECTION

AND PROCESSING
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“It’s time to start treating your talent as an invaluable long-

term investment, not a commodity.” - Robin Erickson, Vice

President, Talent Acquisition, Bersin by Deloitte, Deloitte

Consulting LLP

At Paddle HR, we believe the

conversation about internal mobility

needs to involve a technology

centred focus. That’s why we’re

developing an AI-powered platform

that allows employees to explore the

best career options for them. 

 

Our proprietary algorithms

recommend roles for workers, while

also giving HR recruiters visibility

into their untapped internal talent

pool. We use the data from 400

million career histories to help

enterprises uncover mobility trends

within their organization. We've

been trusted by Fortune 1000

enterprises to help them optimize

their talent through our technology. 

Book a Demo

WHAT WE’RE BUILDING
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https://www.paddlehr.com/demo?utm_source=whitepaper&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=june2019_bait_a
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ABOUT PADDLE HR

We’re an internal mobility software platform that specializes in career

mobility for large companies. Our software provides an internal mobility &

career pathing solution that helps employers reduce involuntary attrition and

improve employee engagement. Our career matching tools are based on the

concept that successful professionals have non-linear career paths and that

they thrive when they can work across multiple sectors and functions.

 

We leverage artificial intelligence and over 400 million career paths to make

great recommendations about what employees should do next at your

company.

BOOK A DEMO 

https://www.paddlehr.com/demo?utm_source=whitepaper&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=june2019_bait_a

